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Data Flow Information
• Antarctic meteorological observations and datasets coming 

to AMRDC originate from various sources both on and off 
the Antarctic continent.

• The movement of the data takes place over a variety of 
communication methods.

• This poster outlines a sample of those data flows

Suggestions and Future Work
• SFTP/FTP is likely going to be scrutinized by UW-Madison in the 

near future 
• Realtime datasets may only be available via ADDE
• Documenting additional data flows beyond this sample
• Seeking more efficient, reliable needs for data relay

• e.g. Antarctic-IDD

The Antarctic-IDD quickly distributes files between servers. This also allows for 
easy data organization for incoming files. 

There are two different communication types, Iridium and ARGOS satellites, that 
our AWS use to transmit data. With the satellites, there are different locations that 

the data goes through before getting to the AMRDC.

There are locations that send data via E-mail that has to be downloaded and then 
uploaded to our server to be put out for public use.

The ADDE service AMRDC uses is primarily for McIDAS-X so that different types 
of data can be plotted, listed, etc. for public use.

The AMRDC creates composite satellite images for the Antarctic and Arctic. Here
is the process of how we get our data and how the composites are made.

Three stations send data via SFTP or FTP for the AMRDC to collect. The data 
has mostly been automated to transfer the files to the AMRC FTP site.

Antarctic-Internet Data Distribution (IDD)


